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GROUP EXECUTIVE MINUTES
1st September 2016

Chairman: Bill Bramfitt Treasurer: Cliff Laverick           Secretary: Angela Johnson    
GSL: Philip Harnby
  
PRESENT: Richard Bramfitt, Mike Nichols, Kath Yeomans, Derek Ward, Olive Ingram, Derek Newby and Ian Johnson.

APOLOGIES: Roz Peverall, Paul Taylor and Richard Ingram  

MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING HELD on 7th July 2016 – Agreed.

MATTERS ARISING
a) Early morning fitness sessions – Phil has spoken with the people involved and has not heard anything since. Kath 

explained that Mrs Pike had raised the issues and an individual in Victoria Avenue had also commented on the 
early morning noise levels. Phil advised that the fitness people like using the accommodation and he will contact 
them again to reiterate the noise problems. Derek advised the Executive that the burglar alarm had gone off early 
one morning and the system had contacted those on the contact list. On arrival at the Scout Centre he was met by 
a number of fitness individuals who told him the alarm had just gone off. Derek conversed with the individuals and 
raised the matter of the noise and if the any further problems occur they would be asked to leave. A discussion 
regarding the contact list ensued as it is not clear who is actually on the contact list – Richard Bramfitt asked for his 
details to be removed and clarification to be sought for who is on the list. It was agreed to monitor the situation with 
any relevant information to be passed to Phil.

b) Manhole cover – this has been replaced and paid for. Derek Ward noted that there is a little bit of tarmacking to be 
done.

c) Gift Aid Certificates – Ian reminded the Executive that certificates are still needed from the Cub Section for 2015. 
Phil agreed to contact Paul/Jill to see if they can be found.

TREASURER’S REPORT
Cliff gave an update as to the Group’s financial position: 
Cliff noted that the total raised from the Scout’s swimathon challenge was £272.75, a payment of £7.00 has been received 
from 1st Leeholme and Coundon Scout Group for use of the minibus. Expenditure included renewal of the AA recovery for 
the minibus (£144.46), first instalment of four for insurance £618.45, Deneside Heating (£345.60) and repairs to the Gent’s 
toilets (£45.00) and ADT Security (£57.85) - currently issues with obtaining a new key to replace the damaged one.
Kath asked if we needed to stay with ADT Security, Phil advised that we could look elsewhere we need the problem sorting 
to allow the system to be enabled – he has contacted them several times – the replacement keys cost £15-00 each and 
there is no guarantee the keys would work. Richard Bramfitt suggested purchasing three keys at a time up to a maximum 
of £100-00. No decision was taken. Derek Ward suggested he would have a look at home to see if any spare keys had 
been given to him to keep safely and would let Phil know if he was successful.

a) Accounts – Cliff noted that the Independent Examiner had completed his checks and found that all was in order. 
The Executive agreed to approve the Accounts

b) Independent Examiner – Cliff advised the Executive that David Hall had told him that he did not wish to continue as 
Independent Examiner for the Group – a letter of thanks to be issued. A suggestion that the subject be broached at 
the AGM to see if anyone would come forward to volunteer for the post.

c) Bank Account changes – all completed except the Group account which will be submitted once the new Treasurer 
is in post.

SECTIONAL REPORTS 
Beavers 
Roz was unable to attend the meeting but Phil noted that the Beavers had been on the summer break and would return on 
7th September.
Cubs
Richard Bramfitt noted that the Cubs and Scouts had held a joint meeting with the Cubs having a sleep over. Four Cubs 
have recently moved up to the Scout Section.
Scouts



Richard noted that he Troop had been to Windlestone Woods to do some clearing and scout craft. As noted above a joint 
meeting with the Cub Section where they had visited Seaton Carew for activities. Mike noted that Scout Camp at Ford had 
gone well – 10 Scouts attended plus Leaders, activities included horse riding, canoeing, visiting the beach, walking to 
Berwick and the baths. Cliff noted that his grandson has attended and had a really good time. 
Derek Ward on behalf of the Group Executive thanked Richard for his input and positive thinking during his time with the 
Executive and wished him well with his studies.
Explorers
Olive on behalf of Richard advised that the Explorers had met twice during the holidays, they had a BBQ down by the river 
and been bouldering. Two Explorers attended the Troop summer camp.

GSL REPORT including Adult Training and Leadership
Phil started by thanking Richard for his time as Scout Leader in the Troop and appreciated the amount of work involved. He 
noted that the Beavers would return on 7th September and the Colony still needs more adult help on a regular basis, 
currently Roz is receiving late notifications if adults cannot make the meeting. Phil had attended the Troop camp for a day 
visit and although numbers were low the youngsters were engaged in the activities, whilst there they went on a trip to Holy 
Island when one of the Troop took the lead to show others around.
Richard Bramfitt advised he had spoken with Keith Harrison – Keith has taken on more responsibility at work and is unable 
to commit to Fridays anymore.
Phil noted that he has renewed some of the website details and has contacted various companies about the posters but 
has not received any responses. Phil asked Derek if he still has contact with Crea8tive to see if they could provide 
assistance.

PR and MARKETING OF THE GROUP – covered in GSL report.

HEALTH AND SAFETY including Hall Maintenance
a) Gas Safety Check has been completed (certificate passed to the Secretary) except for the cooker, unfortunately 

they are unable to check this appliance and another company has been contacted to arrange for the check to be 
completed. 

b) Lighting – Phil advised there was no progress on this project and asked for it to be on the next agenda.
Derek advised the toilet water system had been repaired, heating system had been serviced and the manhole cover 
repaired.

MINIBUS – Compound
Derek advised that not a lot of progress has been made on this project.
Phil advised he had received an enquiry about hiring the mini bus or the period 21st July 2017 to 30th July 2017 by 3rd 
Washington Scout Group. They had recently hired the bus for the 2016 summer camp and the Group received £460.00.
The Executive had no objection to the request providing it does not clash with any activity our Group may be organising.

FUNDING AND GRANTS
Phil advised that forms had been completed for two applications.

1. Wilko’s – good neighbourhood fund. The application has been made to apply for funds towards the lighting project.
There is no maximum amount required and remuneration is either cash or vouchers

2. Freemasons – this application was originally going to be for the minibus compound, however after a rethink the 
application will be aimed at securing a secure activity area with a bouldering wall, an area for young people to learn 
fire lighting in a safe manner and storage for the mini bus. The masonic would require an estimate of costs.

The Executive agreed to Phil changing the parameters of both applications for funding.
 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING – 8th September 2016
The Rugby Club has been booked, hot dogs will be available.
Letters inviting parents to attend have not yet been distributed – Angela agreed to sort out the letter and email to the 
Scouts ahead of Friday night’s meeting. Letters will be sorted ready for Cubs and Beavers the following week.
The event will begin at 6.30pm with games for all with the AGM beginning at 7.30pm 
Phil distributed a draft copy of the Making our Mark booklet and asked that any amendments be emailed to him by Sunday 
evening.
Angela distributed a draft agenda for perusal – the Executive agreed the agenda.

CHRISTMAS MEAL – 3rd December 2016
Kath advised the meeting that she was unable to attend the meal on the 3rd December but was willing to do the organising 
and to collate the menus etc. Menus were distributed and Kath asked for responses direct to her as soon as possible. No 
deposits are required. A list and menu is also up in kitchen.

FLOWER SHOW – 17th/18th September 2016
Derek Ward has these arrangements in hand.



BLOOD DONORS – Next Session 27th October 2016.
Further dates have been arranged subject to confirmation – they are 16th March and 27th April 2017. 
It was also noted that the booking for 12th January 2017 had been cancelled.
Angela asked if Cliff would continue to liaise with the Blood Donor organisation after he steps down as Treasurer and he 
agreed to do so. Olive Ingram (Treasurer elect) agreed to issue the relevant invoices.

FUNDRAISING
Covered in an earlier report. It was agreed to combine this item with Funding and Grants for future meetings.

FREQUENCY OF MEETINGS
Angela apprised the Executive that agreement to go bi-monthly meetings was agreed in September 2015 with the proposal 
that it would be reviewed after a year. 
Derek Ward advised he would prefer to return to monthly meetings as he felt projects were not moving forward quickly 
enough, Kath seconded Derek’s words and felt it was more productive to hold meetings monthly.
Ian Johnson objected to bi monthly meetings originally as he felt that things would get left and working to a deadline often 
helped projects to move forward and be completed.
Angela agreed with returning to monthly so that meetings will not be as long.
Phil noted that he would prefer bi-monthly meetings to continue due to other work and personal commitments.
The Chairman asked for a vote

Those in favour of remaining at bi-monthly – 4
Those in favour of returning to monthly – 4
Abstentions – 2

The Chairman decided that as there was no clear outcome the Executive meetings will remain bi-monthly and a further 
review to take place in 6 month’s time (March 2017).
A query was raised about the minutes not being distributed to all Group Leaders and Executive. Angela advised that due to 
the nature of some items on the agenda, confidentiality is needed. Phil advised that all minutes are made available on the 
Group website once they are approved by the Executive.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
a) Ian Johnson asked that at the next meeting all bank account numbers and sort cords are recorded.
b) Some organisations have received letters from CAF Bank advising that as from October a charge of £5.00 per 

current account will be debited from the balance to cover administration costs. The Group have not yet received 
any communication to this effect but it may be that the Executive will need to consider changes to the banking 
system in the future – the Executive agreed to review the matter in three months and to consider asking Sections 
for their opinions.

Next Group Executive Meeting 3rd November 2016 starting at 7.15pm at the Scout Centre. 

Future meetings will be held 5th January 2017
2nd March 2017
4th May 2017
6th July 2017

Blood donor Sessions            27th October 2016 
10th November 2016 (note change of date from 17th November)
22nd December 2016
*12th January 2017 – cancelled* 
2nd March 2017
16th March 2017 
27th April 2017

All dates checked against the Blood Donor website on 15th September 2016 are correct.

All the Blood donor sessions require the hall to be opened at 13:15 and closed by 20:00.


